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Welcome
Dear All,

Welcome to the Summer edition of the
Green Room.

Where has the year gone so far? One
minute we’re sorting costumes for the
Pantomime and yet already we are
enjoying this rather lovely weather and
looking forward to the forthcoming
Summer Social. 

And In between we have had the AGM
– see over for details and of course the
wonderful play  The Unexpected Guest.

As always my sincere thanks to
everyone involved, from the cast - some
of whom had an astonishing number of
lines to learn but who all transformed
themselves into the most believable
characters, to all the helpers behind the
scenes. You know who you are – and
WADS would not and could not be
WADS without this help.

So my usual request here for more
people who want to get involved behind
the scenes and on stage. We have,
through our Social Media, attracted
many more people especially those
who would like to be part of the acting
team, but we certainly could do with a
few more techies – of course training,
shadowing opportunities and loads of
help would be offered – just make
yourselves known to one of the very
friendly Committee members.

I very much look forward to seeing you
at the Summer Social on 1st July. Our
thanks to Jeff and Heather Adams for
hosting this at their beautiful home.

Best wishes,
Karen Williams-Holt
Chairperson

WADS CALENDAR
15th June
Thirsty Thespian 
8:30pm
Grasshopper on the Green 
1st July
WADS Summer High Tea
3:00pm - 7:00pm,
Rustlings, Westerham 
13th July
Thirsty Thespian 
8:30pm
Grasshopper on the Green 
16th July
WADS Youth 
3:00-5:00pm
Westerham Hall

Contacts
Karen Williams-Holt, Chair

chair@wads-web.net

Bev Newbold, Secretary

secretary@wads-web.net

Annick Barbaria, Membership 

members@wads-web.net

Mark Mountjoy, Treasurer

treasurer@wads-web.net

“I would just like to thank everyone involved  in the production of  The Unexpected
Guest. My friend and I are avid theatre goers and regularly attend West End and
provincial plays, but we both agreed that this is one of the best productions we have
seen in a long time. The set was extremely good, the sound and lighting excellent and
the calibre of the actors outstanding. Please can I ask you to pass this on to everyone
concerned and thank them for an entertaining and exhilarating evening.” 

Agatha Christie’s
The Unexpected Guest

directed by Keith Neville

20th July
Audition - Come On, Jeeves
8:00pm, Front Meeting Room
Westerham Hall
23rd July
Audition - Come On, Jeeves
11:00am, Front Meeting Room
Westerham Hall
21st September, 19th October, 
16th November
Thirsty Thespian 
8:30pm
Grasshopper on the Green 
29th November - 2nd December
Come On , Jeeves 
8:00pm plus 2:30pm Saturday
Westerham Hall 

Paul Bowen, Julie Tushingham, Alex Martineau, Roger Williams, Ian Caldecourt & Patrick Michaels

One has no need to blow one’s own
trumpet when someone, completely
unsolicited, does it for you so eloquently!
We unashamedly quote the email above
which was received shortly after the close
of our successful May production. Keith
Neville’s excellent production of The
Unexpected Guest was well received and
the sentiments quoted above epitomise
the general comments heard from the 400
strong audience that saw the show. Cast
and Crew should be justifiably proud of
what they achieved.

We now turn our sights to December and
the planned production of Come On,

Jeeves to be directed by our second guest
director this year, Sandra Barfield. Sandra
comes to us from many successful
productions in Sevenoaks with The
Sevenoaks Players and many other
groups both in Sevenoaks at The Stag
Theatre and the surrounding district.

Come On, Jeeves was written by PG
Wodehouse and Guy Bolton and is the
only script form Wodehouse’s Jeeves
canon in which PG Wodehouse had a
hand. Written with Guy Bolton, a prolific
collaboration which later saw Wodehouse
heralded as one of the architects of the
modern musical comedy.
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AGM Report
By Ashton Taylor Smith

Tuesday, 28th March, saw a reasonable
turn out for our AGM, with 19 attending.
Karen our chairman, having welcomed
everyone, went on to present a brief
summary of the WADS year.  She reported
that we'd been lucky enough to have Ben
Borowiecki running workshops during May
and that this is something we'd like to
pursue in future. This was followed in the
autumn by the pantomime Beauty & the
Beast with the highly memorable rendition
of Nessun Dorma by Pag. The hard work
of all the cast was mentioned too, and in
particular, of our Youth members; we are
all agreed that we need to nurture this part
of the Society given their consistent
commitment to WADS productions. It was
really good to have some new faces
amongst our adult cast who've not been
involved in WADS before.

Karen also highlighted that membership
numbers are increasing and the two
extremely successful WADS social events
which we ran in 2016. She also made a
plea for members to come forward with
ideas for future productions, directors,
social events etc as we very much
welcome input from members.

Our Hon Treasurer, Mark M, reported a
slight fall in the societies finances, mainly
due to the unfortunate cancelation of our
May production. An unexpected windfall,
had helped restore the balance in the form
of the efforts of Marli Baily, and Sarah
Williams, in selling surplus costumes, from
our collection.

After the formal business of the meeting
was concluded, including the election of
committee, a special award was
announced by Karen. The Committee had
agreed unanimously that we should make
Barbara & Tony Lincoln Fellows of the
Society in recognition of all their work over
many years; both were thanked for their
remarkable dedication and tireless
support.

Having closed the meeting, and recharged
our wine glasses, Karen asked those
assembled for their ideas and questions,
opening a lively discussion.

Sarah Williams raised the point that 2018
is the 100 year anniversary of the end of
World War I and requested that we might
look at ideas for putting on a review-type
production to mark this.

Ghislaine Bowden spoke about her ideas
for directing an all-female play, for example
something quite edgy or possibly about
the Suffragette movement or a
Tenko’esque. Ghislaine will try to think of
some ideas but would welcome ideas from
members.

It was noted that in addition to directing
our forthcoming production, Keith Neville
is directing The Princeford Pals, a play
about WW1 which has been written by a

local couple and is based on one family's
experiences. This will be performed 21,
22, 23 July.

The Green Room, has proved a popular
Wads newspaper. A  new edition has just
been posted out to members. All present
agreed that this is better than emailing it as
it is more likely to be read.

Jeff Adams made the point that we should
“concentrate on our own backyard” when
it comes to publicising our productions
rather than, for example, worrying about
doing this through other societies; in his
experience this is the most effective way of
promoting productions and more
importantly building awareness of WADS
in Westerham. 

Steve Bridges raised the question of what,
if anything, is happening with the Youth
membership this year given that our
Christmas production won't be a
pantomime and therefore may not have
any suitable parts for Youth members. As
mentioned earlier, all are agreed that it
would be good to do something as this
cohort of our Society are so keen, Judy
Duffield and Marlie Bailey will be arranging
activities in the summer and need
volunteers to help stage a production if we
are going to pursue a project aimed at our
younger members.

OFFICERS & 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS

As elected at the 2017 AGM

President Ashton Taylor-Smith

Chairman Karen Williams-Holt

Hon. Secretary Beverley Newbold

Hon. Treasurer Mark Mountjoy

Elected Members:
James Atkinson, Annick Barbaria,
Marli Bailey, Judy Duffield,
Annie Houghton, Julie Tushingham,
Roger Williams

Vice Presidents:
Katherine Calvorcoressi, Daphne Clemens,
Mark de Angeli, Sally Pratt, Jeff Adams,
Rosemary Pearson

Fellows:
Neville Wells, Shiela James,
Barbara & Tony Lincoln

The Unexpected Part
My first experience acting with WADS
By Julie Tushingham

“Just make sure they have all of their
costumes on!” were the instructions. Now,
you may be forgiven for thinking that my
first experience with WADS was a farce –
but no. It was assisting with wardrobe for
the 2015 pantomime. My friend, Sara
Williams, who worked wonders dressing
dames, ballerinas and beasts, had
recruited me to help. I didn’t think for a
minute that six months later I would be in
the Green Room doing some quick
changes of my own. 

At the beginning of the year, I went along
to auditions for The Unexpected Guest not
really knowing what to expect and not truly
expecting to be cast. I saw some familiar
faces from the panto and everyone
seemed friendly and scarily talented! ‘Help
- they all know exactly what they’re doing.
I stand no chance.’ I remember thinking.
Everyone was focused on the audition –
until teatime, when we shared some
amdram war stories. Mine not as recent as
theirs as I had not been in a stage
production for more than 20 years. From
the age of seven, I have been involved in
musical theatre: Gilbert and Sullivan’s
Pirates and Pinafore. Musicals including
Calamity Jane, The Boyfriend, Half a
Sixpence, Desert Song (oh the costumes!!)
and Faust (horror!). My last theatre
production was in the early eighties and I
played Piggie Gilpin in the Council of
Europe’s production of Noel Coward’s
Hands Across the Sea.  Piggie hosted
people she couldn’t remember at an event
she’d forgotten to arrange. Result: Friends
to the rescue to create an instant cocktail
party. While The Unexpected Guest’s
Laura Warwick was almost undone by a
lighter, fingerprints, a guest and ‘that awful
fog!’. How I loved that red dress in Act I.

A cast of 10, we helped and supported
each other. Our production team were
brilliant and our patient and inspired
director, Keith Neville, brought along with
him Kevin Onley, disciplined as our dead
body but also an extremely talented set
creator – though not while playing dead.
Laura was so tempted to say her late
husband was ‘mauled by a zebra.’ If you
saw the play I think you’ll make the
connection.

My first experience acting with WADS was
one of the most exciting and terrifying
experience of my life and one I hope to
repeat.

Kevin Onley, Ian Caldercourt & Julie Tushingham Julie Tushingham, Ian Cladecourt, Roger Williams,
Patrick Michaels, Nick Randall & Cheryl Fraser
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During the last production, the cast and
team availed themselves of the
refreshments provided by Anne & Neale at
The Grasshopper on the Green after hard
sessions rehearsing!  We have decided to
‘come home’ to the pub where the whole
adventure of monthly ‘get togethers’
started. It would be great to see you there.

The planned time is from 8.30 p.m. (time to
digest supper) and the dates will be the
third Thursday of the month, thus making
our first meeting on 15th June!

So, please do join us at The Thirsty
Thespian at The Grasshopper it will be
good to catch up and also meet new
friends who maybe interested in what we
have to offer!

See you there! JD

News June 2017

We are very aware that there are a large
number of you, our young members, who
did not have opportunity to be involved in
the last production in May (but who were
brilliant in the pantomime last December!)
As this year will be ‘panto free’ we need to
engage with you all and decide what you
would like to do next.

Therefore, we are arranging a get together
on Sunday, July 16th from 3.00 to 5.00
p.m., firstly, to catch up with you all – it will
be agreat to see you – and secondly, to
discuss how you would like to be involved.
We have lots of ideas ranging from
workshops and coaching to short
productions and also we need to nurture
our backstage and technical teams. We
would also love to hear what you have to
say or suggest!

We are very fortunate to have such a good
Youth Team and it’s great working with
you. As a Society, we are very proud to
have nurtured the careers of many
youngsters who have gone on to have
successful careers in theatre and linked
occupations and our role of honour is
pretty impressive! 

So, if you would like to come along and
meet with us, make a note of the date and
time – Sunday July 16th 3.00 - 5.00 p.m 

If you can’t make this date, please contact
me on judyduffield7@gmail.com and we
can stay in touch!

It will be lovely to see you and please bring
a friend or two if you wish!

(Hoping the exam season is going well with
you all!)

Judy Duffield

Audition Notice
Come On, Jeeves

By PG Woodhouse & Guy Bolton

Reginald Jeeves, one must remember, is a
‘gentleman’s personal gentleman’.  He is
on loan to the 9th Earl of Towcester while
Bertie is away (you find out why later).
Jeeves is a brilliant valet and takes control
of this rather endearing young employer’s
life.  Bill Towcester, having lost heavily at
the races in the past,  decides to become
a bookie.  Jeeves accompanies him to all
his race meetings as his clerk, he of course
has the head for figures.  However things
don’t exactly go to plan and a man called
Biggar actually wins putting  on a large bet,
leaving Towcester to find over three
thousand pounds! This was at the time the
so-called upper classes had to find gainful
means of employment,  as the upkeep of
their mansions took their toll on the
finances and, post-war, they could no
longer rely on their staff remaining with
them no matter what. Add to this an
engagement, a sister, a white hunter, a rich
American, Rory and Lady Agatha it’s just
bound to all go wrong.

Auditions: 

Thursday, 20th July at 8pm

Sunday, 23rd July at 11am 

Characters:

Lord Carmoyle, Rory 40/50

Lady Carmoyle, Monica 40/50
His wife

Jill Wyvern 20/30
Engaged to mary

The Earl of Towcester, Bill 30/40

Jeeves, Bill’s Butler 40 ish

Ellen, Bill’s Housemaid youngish

Mrs Spottsworth 50’ish
A wealthy American widow  

Captain Biggar 50’ish
a ‘White Hunter”

Colonel Blagden 50/60
Chief Constable     

These ages are a rough guide line.  

Scripts will be available shortly.  Please
contact Sandra Barfield on 07973 657311
or sandrapbarfield@gmail.com

A Rustling Good Summer Social!

Tea &
Frivolity

Saturday, 1st July
3:00pm - 6:30pm

Rustlings, Goodley Stock Road
Crockham Hill, TN8 6TA

Members & friends are invited to enjoy a
wonderful summer high tea in the lovely
grounds of Rustlings courtesy of Jeff &
Heather Adams.

High Tea will be served comprising a wide
bredth of fayre both sweet and savoury to
be washed down not only with, of course,
lashings of tea but also proseco etc.

To make sure the proceedings go with a
swing WADS favourite mistress of the
ivories, Sally Higham, will be on hand to
entertain.

Tickets are a mere £10 per head to
include everything!

We urge you to book early by sending your
cheque made out to WADS as soon as
you can to our Treasurer at The
Pheasantry, Vicarage Hill, Westerham,
Kent, TN16 1FY.

Ian Cladecourt & Sally Boulton

Alex Martineau, Cheryl Fraser, Roger Williams
& Patrick Michaels

Nick Randall, Patrick Michaels & Roger Williams
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Slap
- without the tickle!

By Annette Houghton

“Make-up! Oh no, do I have to?”

This is a cry I hear all too often. But do you
realize just how important make-up is in
order to convey to your audience the
character that you are portraying? Whether
it is a pretty, beautiful ingenue or a
roughish, sinister, conniving Svengali, or
even a comical character, make-up is there
to support your acting and enhance the
audience understanding. After-all - first
impressions...

Theatre make-up, though steeped in
history and tradition, is not what one would
wear out on a date nor to a party. In order
to register with the audience at first sight
under the stage lighting it is much heavier
and more obvious than when viewed away
from the stage. When you look in the mirror
in the Green Room the face you see
looking back at you is not the face the
audience sees. It is a more extreme
version of the same that projects in the
light of the theatre and communicates
directly to the audience. In the great
traditions of theatres such as the Kumadori
of Kabuki or the masks of the Commedia
dell’Arte the ‘face’ is prescribed and only
the great performers are given leave to
modify it from the long held original form.
Such faces are akin to subtilties to their

audiences. Their appearance on stage is
as clear to the audience as an inter-title
was to the film goers of the early 20th

century. Elements of this were
incorporated into early theatre here but, in
general, make-up has always been more
character, and in many cases, actor, led.
As indeed was the case for Thespis in
ancient Greece, he applied make-up so he
stood out from the other un-made-up
chorus around him and earned his place
as arguably the first actor playing a
character on stage. The fact the make-up
he chose to use was white lead and
mercuric sulphide (bright red), whilst being
effective, probably killed him. Thankfully
today we do not even have to suffer the
rigours of Lichner 5&9. No more the
rendered down animal fats but kind and
easily cleaned Auqua Pak and modern
cake water based make-ups suffice.

But, despite all this history and tradition, I
have seen actors rub make-up off or put
their own make-up on they way the think it

should be seen, and all too often this is far
too subtle to project beyond the lighting on
stage and results in pale, eyeless
characters - not quite what the director
may want, and certainly bland and
indistinguishable to the audience.

If only you could see yourself under the
lights as we do and then you would
appreciate just what the audience will see.

This aversion to stage make-up applies
equally to men as it does to ladies. Whilst
it would appear more natural for men, who
let’s face it, until recent times, have no
ritual nor experience of applying make-up
as part of their daily lives, to take agin the
application of our art I still find it
extraordinary how they will accept, if not
positively reinforce, make-up when sitting
at my table in fishnet tights and a basque
yet decry it when about to step on stage
as Peter Grimes or Jean Valjean. Our art
can bring a belly laugh to the audience as
you step out as the Dame, a flutter of
uncertainty as the transvestite or a full
churn as the newly born monster of
Frankenstein.

So I lay down the challenge, use the time
sitting in my chair as a rare moment of
peace and tranquility to become your
character rather than wrestle with anxieties
of “how will I look”. We will always make
you look just as amazing, alluring,
exhilarating, sexy, strong, weak, well, ill,
sane, demented, comic or downright foul
as your character demands.

Who is Jeeves?
By Roger Williams

Reginald Jeeves is a fictional character in a
series of humorous short stories and
novels by P.G. Wodehouse (1881–1975),
being the highly competent valet of a
wealthy and idle young Londoner named
Bertie Wooster. Created in 1915, Jeeves
continued to appear in Wodehouse's work
until his last completed novel Aunts Aren't
Gentlemen in 1974, a span of 59 years.
The name "Jeeves" comes from Percy
Jeeves (1888–1916), a Warwickshire
cricketer killed in the First World War.

Both the name "Jeeves" and the character
of Jeeves have come to be thought of as
the quintessential name and nature of a
valet or butler, inspiring many similar
characters (viz the Internet search engine
Ask Jeeves). "Jeeves" is now a generic
term as validated by its entry in the Oxford
English Dictionary. 

In a conversation with a policeman in
"Jeeves and the Kid Clementina", Jeeves
refers to himself as both a "gentleman's
personal gentleman" and a "personal
gentleman's gentleman." This means that
Jeeves is a valet, not a butler; that is, he
serves a man and not a household.
However, Bertie Wooster has lent out
Jeeves as a butler on several occasions,
noting that "if the call comes, he can buttle
with the best of them."

So, Butler or Valet? A butler is a domestic
worker in a large household. In great
houses, the household is sometimes
divided into departments with the butler in
charge of the dining room, wine cellar, and
pantry. Some also have charge of the
entire parlour floor, and housekeepers
caring for the entire house and its
appearance. A butler is usually male, and
in charge of male servants, while a
housekeeper is usually a woman, and in
charge of female servants. Traditionally,
male servants (such as footmen) were rarer
and therefore better paid and of higher
status than female servants. The butler, as
the senior male servant, has the highest
servant status. In older houses where the
butler is the most senior worker, titles such
as majordomo, butler administrator, house
manager, staff manager, chief of staff, staff
captain, estate manager and head of
household staff are sometimes given. The
precise duties of the employee will vary to
some extent in line with the title given, but
perhaps, more importantly in line with the
requirements of the individual employer. In
the grandest homes or when the employer
owns more than one residence, there is
sometimes an estate manager of higher
rank than the butler.

A valet or "gentleman's gentleman" is a
gentleman's male servant; the closest
female equivalent is a lady's maid. The
valet performs personal services such as
maintaining his employer's clothes,

running his bath and perhaps shaving his
employer.

In a great house, the master of the house
had his own valet, and in the very grandest
great houses, other adult members of the
employing family (e.g. master's sons)
would also have their own valets.

At a court, even minor princes and high
officials may be assigned one, but in a
smaller household the butler – the
majordomo in charge of the household
staff – might have to double as his
employer's valet. In a bachelor's
household the valet may perform light
housekeeping duties as well.

Valets learned the skills for their role in
various ways. Some began as footmen,
learning some relevant skills as part of that
job, and picking up others when
deputising for their master's valet, or by
performing valeting tasks for his sons
before they had a valet of their own, or for
male guests who did not travel with a valet.
Others started out as soldier-servants to
army officers (batmen) or stewards to naval
officers.

Traditionally, a valet did much more than
merely lay out clothes and take care of
personal items. He was also responsible
for making travel arrangements, dealing
with any bills and handling all money
matters concerning his master or his
master's household.


